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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently Ballard proved a modular refinement of Brauer’s well-known 
induction theorem, more precisely, he showed that in the case of abelian Sylow 
p-subgroups of a finite group G an irreducible complex character x of G may 
be expressed as an integer linear combination of characters induced from 
elementary subgroups whose p-part is contained in the p-defect group of x 
[l, Corollary 21. Th e aim of this note is to prove Ballard’s theorem without 
the unnecessarily restrictive assumption on the Sylow p-structure of G. As an 
application we specify for a given p-block B a number field K depending on 
the defect group of B such that every irreducible complex character inB is 
afforded over K. 
2. NOTATION 
Let the following otations be fixed throughout this paper. A denotes the 
ring of integers ina finite extension of the field of p-adic numbers, Irrc(G) 
the set of all irreducible complex characters and ch(G) the ring of generalized 
characters. By an AG-module we always mean a finitely generated A-free 
right AG-module. Furthermore, for a p-subgroup D of G, ch,&G) denotes 
the set of integer linear combinations ofcharacters of such AG-modules whose 
vertex is contained inD. Finally, let exp(U) be the exponent of U < G. 
3. THE INDUCTION THEOREM 
The following preliminary lemmas are more or less well-known. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let D be a normal subgroup of G. Assume that M is an AD- 
projective AG-module. Then for any subgroup U of G the restriction M, is 
( U n D)-projective. 
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Proof. Since M is an AD-projective AG-module, there exists anAD-module 
N such that M ( NC [3, Lemma 51 .l]. 
Let g, ,..., g, be a set of double coset representatives such that G = (Jt=, Dg,U 
is a disjoint u ion. 
Using Mackey’s lemma we get 
where the Ni = N @gj are A(D@ n U)-modules. 
Since D is a normal subgroup of G, all Ni are A(D n U)-modules. Thus 
the assertion f llows from (1). Q.E.D. 
3.2. Remark. Let us mention here as a warning that he result in3.1 is 
false ifwe drop the normality of D in G. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let U be a normal subgroup of G and let G/U be a p-group. 
Assume that M is an AU-projective AG-module. Then there xist a jinite extension 
B of A and a BU-module N such that M @A B g NG. 
Proof. For a suitable finite extension B of A we may assume that M ga B 
is an absolutely indecomposable BU-projective BG-module and (M aa B)V 
splits into adirect sum of absolutely indecomposable modules [3, Corollary 49.81. 
The relative projectivity g ves M aA B 1 NC, where N is an absolutely 
indecomposable component of (M GA B)u . Now, by a well-known result of
Green [3, Corollary 52.51, NC is indecomposable. Hence MBA B E NC. 
Q.E.D. 
The proof of the following modular induction theorem is mainly based on 
the ideas of Ballard given in his paper [l]. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let D be a p-subgroup ofthe finite group G and let cl(D) be 
the set of elementary subgroups ofG whose p-part is contained inD. Then 
ch,&G) C c ch(E)G. 
EEeltD) 
Proof. We argue by induction on the order of D. If D = (l), the assertion 
follows from a result ofBrauer [2, Theorem 51. Let x be the character of an 
indecomposable AD-projective AG-module M. By induction we may assume D
to be a vertex of M. Put H = N,(D). Th en, by the Green-correspondence 
[4, Theorem 21, we have 
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where 4 is the character of an AH-module N whose vertex is equal to D. If 
g $ H, induction hypothesis y elds the result for ch,,,,,,(D). Now, Brauer’s 
induction theorem [3, Theorem 16.21 shows 
1 = c Q&v, 
z 
where a, E Z and the Ai are linear complex characters of elementary subgroups 
Ei of H. Hence 
1c, = C Uj#XjH = 1 U,(#E,hj)H* 
z z 
Put Ef = E,,,x(Ei n D), where Ei,~ denotes the p’-part ofEi . 
By Lemma 1 the module NE, is (Ei n D)-projective, henceEf-projective. 
Now, using the result inLemma 2 we get &I = C, 6&i with bj E Z and 
#j E Irrc(E,“). It follows 
where I,&,; EIrrc(Ef) and the p-part of E,” is contained in D. Hence 
4” = C uibj(#ihiq)’ E C ch(E)’ 
i.j Ea?l(D) 
yields the assertion. Q.E.D. 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let x be an element ofIrr,(G) lying in a p-block ofG with 
defect group D. Then x = Ci aJiG, where ui E Z and the ht are linear complex 
characters of elementary subgroups of G whose p-part is contained in D. 
Proof. Note that xE ch,,n(G) f or a suitable A [3, Theorem 54.101 and that 
every character of an elementary group is induced from a linear character of 
a subgroup [3, Corollary 15.61. Thus the assertion f llows from 3.4. Q.E.D. 
Just like in the classical representation theory, the induction theorem above 
implies a modular esult onsplitting fields for characters in a given p-block. 
3.6. THEOREM. Assume that he quotient field of A is a splittiq $eld for G. 
Let x be an irreducible complex character lying in a p-block with defect group D. 
If we put 
m = exrW II exp(Q) 
Q~Syl,(G) 
P#;P 
and if 5 denotes a primitive m-th root of unity, then xis afforded over thejield Q(t). 
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Proof. Use 3.5 and copy the proof of Brauer’s theorem that he field of 
exp(G)-th root of unity is a splitting field for G [5, Theorem 10.31. Q.E.D. 
3.7. Remark. Note the well-known fact that in 3.6 xvanishes onany element 
of G whose p-part isnot conjugate to an element ofD [3, Lemma 59.51. Clearly, 
this also follows from 3.5. Now use Fong’s result onsplitting fields for G 
[5, Corollary 10.131 toobtain immediately theassertion n 3.6 unless the defect 
group is an elementary abelian 2-group. But in this case the Schur index 
m,(,)(x) must be 1 or 2. Since mo&) = 2 contradicts [5, Theorem 10.91, 
the statement in 3.6 follows for an arbitrary defect group. 
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